
SEPTEMBER 1,2012 
Received our iPads last week and everyone seems excited.  The 
primary concept here is to keep track of our students using the 
Bento software application.  Synching between the desktop 
version and the iPads is a bit of an issue, however.  We are 
working on this. 
 
SEPTEMBER 10,2012 
Still hanging up on Bento.  primary issue seems to be network 
related.  Professor Lewis has mentioned the Gradebook Plus 
program as a great teaching aid.  I mad often very scattered, and 
have developed a rather complex roster/grading regime in order to 
track student performance. 
This paper based grid formulation has kept me on track over the 
years, but the idea of reducing the White Out phenomenon in my 
note books is of interest.  I have purchased the app, and now must 
find the time to master it... 
 
SEPTEMBER 24,2012 
Okay, so we have figured out the Bento issue.  We need to synch 
via an independent wifi network created on the base desktop 
machine.  My iPad is getting updates.  Not seeing changes made 
on the iPad reflected back to desktop database, however.   
Hmmm... Marino is beginning to rumble that CUNY First will 
take care of this...but we cannot update the mainframe data.  I'm 
most interested in tracking probation students in a more 
immediate way in order to catch falling students in the program 
with intervention rather than merely sweep them out the door 
after they've crashed and burned. 
 
 
 
 



SEPTEMBER 28,2012 
Started using two apps at last that are making my iPAD more 
than a plaything.  Gradebook Pro is helping me to keep students 
more informed of their process, and also helping me identify who 
is who...especially in larger classes where I have trouble 
remembering who all the quite ones are.  I can now snap head 
shots of folks and place them in the program where each student's 
progress can be monitored and pulled up easily in order for me to 
show them their progress.   
My older method involved pulling blank sheets of paper across 
the grid of student progress reports to hide other student data 
from someone I was talking to.  Now a quick selection of the 
student from a roster gives me access to all their work to date. 
I'm also using the Kindle App to proof the new book (Einstein 
and the Honeybee) before publishing it with CreateSpace.  I also 
PUrchased some other books to see how the handle footnotes and 
images.  Love it. 
 
November 21,2012 
Have engaged in keynote to create a presentation for a lecture on 
the music that I composed for Song of Extinction.  The iPad does 
not deal with sound files.  Which is problematic.  But otherwise 
works well. 
Bento is a bust.  No way this is working formannetworked set of 
iPads.  Gradebook Pro, however, is a mainstay in my grading at 
this point 
 


